ICP Medical Personal Protection Caps and Shoe Covers

Our bouffant caps and shoe covers maximize safety by protecting healthcare workers from superbugs. Proper and consistent use of personal protection equipment, including ICP Medical Personal Protection Bouffant Caps and Shoe Covers, can help prevent the spread of HAIs.

**Bouffant Caps:**
- ICP-CPSPB0021 Fluid Resistant Bouffant Cap, 21”, 1000/Case
- ICP-CPSPB0024 Fluid Resistant Bouffant Cap, 24”, 1000/Case
- ICP-CPSPB0025 Fluid Resistant Bouffant Cap, 25”, 1000/Case
- ICP-CPSPB0027 Fluid Resistant Bouffant Cap, 27”, 500/Case
- ICP-CPSPB0028 Fluid Resistant Bouffant Cap, 28”, 500/Case
- ICP-CPXP21 Extra Protection Bouffant Cap, 21”, 500/Case
- ICP-CPXP24 Extra Protection Bouffant Cap, 24”, 500/Case
- ICP-CPXP28 Extra Protection Bouffant Cap, 28”, 500/Case

**Shoe Covers:**
- ICP-BCNCO0003 Impervious Boot Cover, Knee High, Non-Conductive, Universal, 150/Case
- ICP-HSPP0003 Impervious Ankle Height, Non-Skid, Universal, 300/Case
- ICP-SCNCO0002 Fluid Resistant Shoe Cover, Non-Conductive, Extra Large, 300/Case
- ICP-SCNS0001 Fluid Resistant Shoe Cover, Non-Skid, Large, 300/Case
- ICP-SCNS0003 Fluid Resistant Shoe Cover, Non-Skid, Universal, 200/Case
- ICP-SCXP0003 Fluid Resistant Shoe Cover, Extra Protection/Heavy Duty, Extra Traction, Universal, 200/Case
- ICP-SCXT0002 Fluid Resistant Shoe Cover, Extra Traction, Extra Large, 300/Case
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**Speed.**

**Convenience.**

**Infection Prevention.**

**Our Mission**

We strive to create a better, safer healthcare experience by focusing on becoming a trusted resource & valuable partner through developing superior products and providing exceptional service.